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REF: 6744 

Height: 40 mm (1.57") 

Diameter:  40 mm (1.57") 

Description

Set of four rare and unusual antique silver menu holders in the form of open oyster shells, each with a pearl
resting inside and presented in their original presentation box. Of course, they would also make excellent
place card holders.

As a fine and traditional addition to fine dining, it was the Victorians who first introduced menu holders to
our dining tables. Silver menu holders and place card holders were first created to hold a card displaying
the menu and, rather than putting a place card holder and name in front of each diner as we often do today,
silver menu holders were spread and passed around the dining table. For that reason, we most frequently
find sets of four silver menu holders, or pairs. Larger sets of six and eight can be found, while ten or a
dozen silver menu or place card holders are fairly rare.

In the 19th century, silver menu holders often featured family crests plus more whimsical, nature-related
themes, and after 1901 the practice flourished among well-to-do Edwardians. King Edward VII was a
gourmand and liked to introduce a wide variety of unusual and exotic foods to his guests, many of which
needed explanation. Marry this with his enthusiasm for shooting parties and the country pursuits of hunting
and fishing, and we can see why so many antique silver menu and place card holders feature foxes, fish,
game birds or other motifs on the same theme.
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